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Art Resource Program for Veterans and Military

Offering Ceramics and Pottery Classes
Offering Drawing and Painting in multiple mediums – water color, acrylics, and pastels

Creative Journey

Art Center
City of Columbia Parks and Recreation

1928 Calhoun Street
Columbia, SC 29201
Phone: 803-545-3093
Fax: 803-343-8744
broliver@columbiasc.net
Brenda Oliver, Culture Arts Specialist

Creative Journey – A Pathway through the Arts to Healing

Phone: 803-545-3093
**Who We Are**

*Creative Journey* is an art resource program that is designed to help military and veterans find some calming effects from their experiences. The primary artistic mediums used are painting and pottery.

The Program works on:

- Volunteers who donate their time and talents
- Donations provide for all of the supplies and materials for the program
- No fees charged to program participants

**Volunteers**

Volunteers come from many paths. Some are artists who are donating their time and talents. Some are others who want to help and are willing to donate their time to this worthwhile program. All volunteers are required to attend a quarterly orientation prior to starting with the program.

**Donations**

*Creative Journey* operates solely on donations. Donations are accepted at any time during the year.

**Current Program**

*Creative Journey* is currently working with the Exceptional Family Member Program at Fort Jackson, providing the program to military families and their dependents.

There is also a class for Veterans held at the Art Center as part of *Creative Journey*.

---

**HOW TO GET INVOLVED**

*Creative Journey* always needs volunteers, donations and participants.

To find out how you can be a part of this program contact:

Brenda Oliver, Culture Arts Specialist
bloliver@columbiasc.net
(803) 545-3093